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Which new opportunities?



• Data collected actively
– Respondents need to actively provide these data
– Visual data, voice data, etc.

• Data collected passively
– Participants only need to accept to share such data and/or set up a tracking app
– Mainly digital traces data = records of activity undertaken through an online 

information system, including digital footprints left behind by users as they interact with 
technology (Howison et al., 2011)

Different types of new data

WHICH NEW OPPORTUNITIES?

Today I focus on 1 type of digital traces = metered data

Data obtained through a tracking application (‘‘meter’’) installed by the 
participants on their devices to register at least the URLs of the 
webpages visited. Usually collected in metered panels.



Can metered data replace survey 
data?



Metered data have been used to replace some survey questions

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

More than 80 papers published using metered data

Usually consider 
that metered data 

has no error

But this is not true…



Many potential errors

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

Meter not installed

Shared devices

Technology limitations

Total Error framework for digital traces 
collected with Meters (TEM)

Overview of possible errors & their causes



Important problem of undercoverage

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

TRI-POL data (Torcal et al., 2023)

Netquest panels in Spain, Portugal and Italy

N = 2,653

Only 26% of participants are fully covered

Simulations suggest that some bias occurs 
due to this undercoverage



Potential problems in validity and reliability

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

Media exposure is a bad 
predictor of political 

knowledge

Predictive validity Reliability

Is the measure consistent 
across multiple 
observations? 

(Quasi simplex model) 

Association between media 
exposure & political 

knowledge (TRI-POL)

Low validity?

Average is .86, but large 
fluctuations

Quite similar to survey 
questions

+2,500 measures of media exposure



Alternative to study validity and reliability: the MTMM approach 

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

3 correlated traits 

2 methods to 
measure them

Validity coeff.

Reliability coeff.

ESRA 2023 Conference, Milan

Measurement quality = validity x reliability



Alternative to study validity and reliability: the MTMM approach 

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

Netquest metered 
panel in Spain

N = 1,200

May/June 2023

Tracking mobile 
and PCs

First experiment: News

Second experiment: Communication

Third experiment: Entertainment
Measurement 

quality of metered 
data often (much) 
lower than the one 

of survey
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At this day, it seems quite dangerous to replace….

REPLACING SURVEY DATA WITH METERED DATA?

You don’t want to throw away your old screwdriver 
even if you have a new power drill…



Combining survey & metered data

Survey

Metered



Different ways of combining

COMBINING

Measure concepts that 
are usually measured 

through surveys

Measure new concepts

Different concepts

Different concepts

Same concepts

SurveyMeter

Measure other aspects 
that are not directly the 

concepts of interest

Shorten surveys by replacing some questions

Use survey to identify errors in metered data

Different concepts



Different ways of combining

COMBINING

Measure concepts that 
are usually measured 

through surveys

Measure new concepts

Different concepts

Different concepts

Same concepts

SurveyMeter

Assess biases in survey answers & in metered data

Use multiple measurements of same concept

Concept of 
interest

Survey MeterMeasure other aspects 
that are not directly the 

concepts of interest
Different concepts

Complement surveys in data scarce scenarios 
(e.g., study evolution in between survey waves)



Different ways of combining

COMBINING

Measure concepts that 
are usually measured 

through surveys

Measure new concepts

Different concepts

Different concepts

Same concepts

SurveyMeter

Measure other aspects 
that are not directly the 

concepts of interest

Extend knowledge to concepts not measured 
before (e.g., study exact content seen)

Measure the process (e.g., consumer journey)

Different concepts



Different ways of combining

COMBINING

Measure concepts that 
are usually measured 

through surveys

Measure new concepts

Different concepts

Different concepts

Same concepts

SurveyMeter

Measure other aspects 
that are not directly the 

concepts of interest

Detect triggering event for sending in-the-moment 
surveys (Ochoa, 2023)

Study behaviours during the survey (e.g., detect 
cheating in knowledge questions; Bosch & Revilla, 
2024) 

Different concepts

Select who to invite (Revilla & Ochoa, 2018)



Conclusions



Still a lot to be done

• Not enough knowledge at this day
−Need to learn more about new types of data, especially about their errors

−Necessary to make informed decisions about their use

• But it is clear that metered data are not free of errors 
−True for other kinds of data: should not use them without considering errors

• Replacing seems dangerous in most cases…

• Might change when we will know better these data

CONCLUSIONS



My main recommendation at this day

Different types of data provide different but complementary information

CONCLUSIONS

Combine several types of data! 

Different ways of 
doing this

Also think about the 
“how”



Thanks!

Questions?

Melanie Revilla | IBEI

mrevilla@ibei.org

https://www.upf.edu/web/webdataopp
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Appendix: traits in the MTMM

1. News exposure traits

• Exposure to news about politics

• Exposure to news about sports

• Exposure to news about science and technology

2. Communication traits:

• Use of social media

• Use of instant messaging

• Use of e-mails

3. Entertainment traits:

• Use of video platforms (YouTube, Vimeo, Twitch)

• Use of audio streaming (Spotify, Audible, Apple podcast)

• Use of TV/Movie streaming (Netflix, BBC online)
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